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We present the experimental demonstration of interaction induced enhancement in
Rydberg excitation or Rydberg anti-blockade in thermal atomic vapor. We have used
optical heterodyne detection technique to measure Rydberg population due to two-
photon excitation to the Rydberg state. The anti-blockade peak which doesn’t satisfy
the two-photon resonant condition is observed along with the usual two-photon reso-
nant peak which can’t be explained using the model with non-interacting three-level
atomic system. A model involving two interacting atoms is formulated for thermal
atomic vapor using the dressed states of three-level atomic system to explain the ex-
perimental observations. A non-linear dependence of vapor density is observed for the
anti-blockade peak which also increases with increase in principal quantum number of
the Rydberg state. A good agreement is found between the experimental observations
and the proposed interacting model. Our result implies possible applications towards
quantum logic gates using Rydberg anti-blockade in thermal atomic vapor.
Long range many body interaction in Rydberg atoms
give rise to many interesting phenomena. The suppres-
sion in Rydberg population or the excitation blockade
is the most striking one giving rise to a variety of ap-
plications [1]. A highly dense atomic ensemble behaves
like a single super atom producing a strongly correlated
many body system [2] and also leading to a single pho-
ton source [3]. The phenomenon has been experimentally
observed in an atomic ensemble in a magneto optical
trap [4–7], in a magnetic trap [8, 9] and also in a sin-
gle atom trap [10, 11]. Many theoretical models focus on
study of strongly correlated many body system in ultra
cold atom and Bose Einstein condensate [12–15]. Ryd-
berg blockade interaction can induce optical non-linearity
which is non-local [16] and also strong enough to observe
for single photon [17, 18]. Rydberg blockade interaction
may also leads to applications such as quantum gates us-
ing atoms [19–22]. An opposite effect of Rydberg block-
ade with enhancement in Rydberg excitation facilitated
by interaction or Rydberg anti-blockade has been pro-
posed in ultra cold atomic gas using a two photon exci-
tation to Rydberg state [23]. An experiment performed
in ultra cold ensemble of atom verifies the effect based on
the theoretical model [24]. It has been proposed that res-
onant dipole dipole interaction has non-additive charac-
ter due to anti-blockade in an ensemble having more than
two atoms in a the blockade sphere [25]. In addition to
this, the existence of anti-blockade between two Rydberg
atoms, interacting with a zero area phase jump pulse is
also reported [26]. The implementation of quantum logic
gate using Rydberg anti-blockade has also recently been
proposed [27–29].
Recent experiments with thermal vapor have drawn
the attentions to study Rydberg interaction induced
manybody effect [30–32]. Electromagnetically induced
transparency involving Rydberg state in thermal vapor
cell as well as in micron size vapor cell has been stud-
ied [33, 34]. In addition four wave mixing for a Rydberg
state [35] and kerr non-linearity in Rydberg EIT has also
been reported in thermal Rubidium vapor [36]. A re-
cent study of Rydberg blockade in thermal atomic vapor
has also been performed [37]. Anomalous excitation fa-
cilitated by Rydberg interaction has also been proposed
recently in thermal atomic vapor [38].
In this article, we present a strong evidence of enhance-
ment on Rydberg excitation due to interaction in ther-
mal atomic vapor. A two atom interacting model is for-
mulated using the dressed state picture of a three level
system in cold atomic ensemble. The model is further ex-
tended to thermal atomic vapor by Doppler averaging it
over the ensemble. An experiment have been performed
in thermal rubidium vapor using optical heterodyne de-
tection technique [39] to observe the effect. A good match
is found between the model and the experiment observa-
tion as an evidence of the existence of the anti-blockade
in thermal atomic vapor.
Theoretical Model. Let us consider a three level
atomic system with states |g〉, |e〉 and |r〉 as shown in
Fig. 1(a). The probe (coupling) laser drives the transi-
tion |g〉 → |e〉 (|e〉 → |r〉) with rabi frequency ΩP (ΩC)
and detuning ∆P (∆C). Both of these transitions are
dipole allowed whereas the transition |g〉 → |r〉 is dipole
forbidden. The population decay rate of the transitions
|e〉 → |g〉 and |r〉 → |e〉 are Γeg and Γre respectively. We
have also included a decay rate Γrg to account the indi-
rect decay of the state |r〉 → |g〉 due to finite transit time
of the thermal atoms. In the regime ΩC  ΩP , inter-
action with the coupling laser can be treated as a small
perturbation to the atomic states dressed by the strong
probe laser. For large probe detuning ∆P  ΩP and Γeg,
the dressed states are given by |g1〉 ≈ |e〉 + ΩP2∆P |g〉 and
|g2〉 ≈ |g〉− ΩP2∆P |e〉 with difference in their energy eigen-
values ∆ ' ∆P + Ω2P /2∆P . The steady state population
of the dressed states can be determined by diagonalizing
the steady state density matrix for the two-level atomic
transition |g〉 → |e〉 driven by the strong probe laser.
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2FIG. 1. The relevant energy level diagrams. (a) A probe
laser driving the |g〉 → |e〉 transition of a single atom leads to
the dressed states |g1〉 and |g2〉. The coupling laser drives the
dressed states to the Rydberg state |r〉 with detuning ∆1 '
∆C−Ω2P /4∆P and ∆2 ' ∆P+∆C+Ω2P /4∆P respectively. (b)
The two atom model with states |g1g2〉 representing an atom
in each dressed states, |g1r〉, |rg2〉 representing one atom in
respective dressed state and other atom in Rydberg state and
|rr〉 representing both the atoms in Rydberg state.
The population of the states |g1〉 and |g2〉 are found to
be approximately Ω4P /16∆
4
P and 1 respectively. When
the coupling laser is scanned over these dressed states,
each of them will behave like a ground state exciting to
the Rydberg state by the coupling laser. It is to be noted
that the optical pumping rate to achieve the steady state
population of the dressed states is Γeg. If ΩC  Γeg then
the coupling laser driving to the Rydberg state can not
build the coherence between the dressed states. Hence,
both the states can be treated independently and the
total Rydberg population can be determined by adding
the individual Rydberg populations driven from each of
the dressed states. The coupling Rabi frequencies are
scaled for each dressed state as Ω1 ≈ ΩC for the transi-
tion |g1〉 → |r〉 and Ω2 ≈ ΩPΩC/2∆P for the transition
|g2〉 → |r〉. Similarly, the population of the Rydberg
state will decay to the states |g1〉 and |g2〉 with decay
rates as Γ1 ' Γre + ΩP
2∆P
Γrg and Γ2 ' Γrg + ΩP
2∆P
Γre
respectively.
Considering two atoms driven to the Rydberg state si-
multaneously, there are four possible dressed states as
|g1g1〉, |g2g2〉, |g1g2〉 and |g2g1〉. The states |g1g2〉 and
|g2g1〉 are degenerate and have equal steady state popu-
lation of Ω4P /16∆
4
P . The population of the state |g2g2〉
is approximately 1 and of |g1g1〉 is negligibly small for
ΩP  ∆P . The difference in the energy eigenvalues of
|g2g2〉 and |g1g2〉 is ∆ which can be made larger than
the typical Doppler linewidth of the transition in ther-
mal vapor. If a narrow band laser is made resonant to
the transition |g1g2〉 → |rg2〉 then the laser will be out
of resonance to drive the atoms in the state |g2g2〉 to the
Rydberg state. In the regime ΩC  Γeg, the coupling
laser can’t introduce coherence between the states |g1g2〉
and |g2g1〉. Hence, either of the states can be considered
in the two atom model to determine the Rydberg pop-
ulation with proper normalisation accounting for both
the states. Thus in the simplified model, only one of
the dressed states of the two atomic system can be con-
sidered to model the anti-blockade peak. As shown in
figure 1(b), the relevant energy level diagram to model
the anti-blockade peak are |g1g2〉, |g1r〉, |rg2〉 and |rr〉.
The Hamiltonian for the two atoms is given by
H = H(1) ⊗ I + I ⊗ H(2) where H(1) and H(2) are
the Hamiltonian of atom 1 and atom 2, given by
H(1) =
−~
2
(∆ |g1〉 〈g1| + ∆1 |r〉 〈r| + Ω1 |g1〉 〈r| + H.C.)
and H(2) =
−~
2
(∆2 |r〉 〈r|+ Ω2 |g2〉 〈r|+H.C.) respec-
tively. The Lindblad operator for the two-atom model
can be written as LD = LD1 ⊗ ρ(2) + ρ(1) ⊗ LD2 ,
where LDj=Γj
(
Cρ(j)C† − 1
2
(C†Cρ(j) + ρ(j)C†C)
)
−
Γeg
2
(C†Cρ(j)CC† + H.C.), where j = 1, 2 for atom 1
and atom 2 respectively and C = |f〉 〈i|, where |i〉
stands for the initial state from which the population
decays to the the final state |f〉. ρ(1) and ρ(2) rep-
resents the density matrices of atoms 1 and 2 respec-
tively [40]. Rydberg population in the system can be
determined from the steady state solution of the master
equation ρ˙ =
1
i~
[H, ρ] + LD where ρ = ρ(1) ⊗ ρ(2) for
non-interacting atoms. Rydberg population can be de-
termined as ρrr = (
ρ22 + ρ33
2
+ρ44)
Ω4P
8∆4P
where the factor
Ω4P
8∆4P
is the population of the state |g1g2〉 including a nor-
malization factor of 2 to account for the population of the
state |g2g1〉
To model the system for thermal atomic vapor, con-
sider both the atoms moving with independent veloc-
ity vl where l-index takes the value 1 or 2 depending
on the atom being considered. For counter-propagating
configuration of the probe and coupling lasers with wave
vector kP and kC respectively, the detunings are mod-
ified as ∆P = ∆P − kP vl and ∆C = ∆C + kCvl with
∆k = kC − kP . Thus the laser detunings from the two-
atom transitions are modified as ∆1 = ∆C + kCv1 −
Ω2P /4(∆P − kpv1) and ∆2 = ∆P + ∆C + (∆k)v2 +
Ω2P /4(∆P − kpv2). Doppler averaged Rydberg popu-
lation can be determined by calculating the integral
ρrr =
1
piv2p
∫ ∫
ρrr(v1, v2)e
−v21/v2pe−v
2
2/v
2
pdv1dv2 with vp
being the most probable velocity. We have used a Monte-
3FIG. 2. Rydberg population as a function of coupling laser
detuning. Rydberg population calculated using exact three
level single atomic system and two-atoms non-interacting
model are represented by the solid line and the symbol (◦)
respectively. Inset shows the magnified view of the peak
near ∆C = 0. Laser parameters used in the calculation are
ΩP = 400 MHz, ΩC = 5 MHz and ∆P = 1.25 GHz.
Carlo technique to evaluate the integral. The compari-
son of the non-interacting two-atom model with the ex-
act single atom calculation is depicted in figure 2. An
excellent match is found for ΩC  Γeg, which tends to
deviate with increase in ΩC above Γeg. The main peak at
two-photon resonance has to be calculated using the two-
atom model by driving the atoms from the state |g2g2〉
to the Rydberg state.
Rydberg-Rydberg interaction can easily be introduced
in the model by including the shift in energy of the |rr〉
state. Referring to figure 3(a), consider a case where
the narrow band laser is resonant to the |g1g2〉 → |rg2〉
transition. Then the atom in the dressed state |g1〉 is
excited to the Rydberg state. The same laser will be
out of resonance to the |g1g2〉 → |g1r〉 transition. If
the Rydberg-Rydberg interaction is absent then the state
|rr〉 will also not satisfy the resonant condition. There-
fore the second atom in the dressed state |g2〉 can’t be
excited to Rydberg state. Suppose the interaction shift
of the |rr〉 state is equal to ∆′ (difference in the reso-
nant frequencies corresponding to the |g1g2〉 → |rg2〉 and
|g1g2〉 → |g1r〉 transitions) then the |rr〉 state will be
resonant to the laser as shown in figure 3(a). Now the
second atom present in the state |g2〉 will also be excited
to the Rydberg state unlike a non-interacting system.
So the presence of the Rydberg interaction facilitate the
excitation of the second atom enhancing the total Ry-
dberg population compared to the non-interacting case
and this phenomenon is known as Rydberg anti-blockade.
Rydberg anti-blockade peak appears when the coupling
laser is resonant to the |g1〉 → |r〉 transition i.e. near
∆C = 0 whereas the usual two-photon resonant peak ap-
FIG. 3. (a) Energy level diagram to model Rydberg anti-
blockade. ∆1 and ∆2 (= ∆1 + ∆
′) are the coupling laser
detuning of atom 1 and 2 respectively. (b) Schematic of the
interaction sphere of radius rb. The atom in the dressed state
|g2〉 is placed at the centre of the sphere. The atoms in the
spherical shell of radius r and thickness dr can compensate
for the two-photon resonance to the |rr〉 state due to van der
Waals type Rydberg-Rydberg interaction (Vrr = C6/r
6) with
the atom at the center. (c) Dispersion spectrum of the probe
laser calculated using non-interacting model (solid line) and
two-atoms interacting model ( ). (d) Calculated dispersion
peak height of the anti-blockade peak using two-atoms in-
teracting model ( ) showing the quadratic dependance (solid
line) of density.
pears with the coupling laser resonating to the |g2〉 → |r〉
transition.
Rydberg population due to anti-blockade in thermal
vapour was calculated as explained below. Referring to
figure 3(b), consider an interaction sphere with radius
rb where rb is defined as the blockade radius, which is
given by rb = 6
√
C6
hΩ2
, with C6 being the coefficient of van
der Waals interaction. Consider the atom in the dressed
state |g1〉 resonating to the coupling laser to be at the
center of the sphere. Assume that the second atom in
the dressed state |g2〉 is present in a concentric spher-
ical shell with radius r and thickness dr. Referring to
figure 3(a), if ∆1 + ∆
′ = 2C6/r6, then the atom will
be excited to the |rr〉 state which will lead to the en-
hanced Rydberg excitation or anti-blockade. In a ther-
mal atomic ensemble, effect of the atomic velocity distri-
bution should be included in the detuning ∆1 and also
in ∆′. Hence, in thermal atomic vapor, not all but only
a specific velocity class of atoms in the given spherical
shell of radius r can satisfy the resonance condition to
the |rr〉 state. The resonance condition to the |rr〉 state
constrain the velocity of the second atom to depend on
the velocity of first atom as well as their inter-particle
4separation r. If the resonant atoms within the line width
of Rabi coupling are assumed to contribute significantly
to the anti-blockade then the above constraint can be
used to reduce the complexity of the model. Taking the
vapor density as η, the number of atoms in the dressed
state |g2〉 present inside the spherical shell with radius r
is η4pir2dr. Suppose, only the velocity class of atoms at
v2 within a small velocity width ∆v2 = Ω2/∆k inside the
same spherical shell satisfy the resonance condition to the
|rr〉 state, then the effective number of atoms inside the
interaction sphere contributing to the anti-blockade can
be evaluated as Nb(v1) =
4piη√
pivp
Ω2
∆k
∫ rb
0
r2e−v
2
2/v
2
pdr. In
the case of probe laser detuning larger than the Doppler
width, ∆P  kP v2, the light shift of state |g2〉 can be
expanded to be Ω2P /4∆P (1 + kP v2/∆P ) neglecting the
higher order terms. Using this the velocity of the sec-
ond atom is found to be v2 = (2C6/r
6 − ∆′1(v1))/∆k
′
,
where ∆
′
1(v1) = ∆P + 2∆C + kcv1 − Ω2P kP v1/4∆2P and
∆k
′
= ∆k + Ω2P kP /4∆
2
P . The above integral can be
solved analytically to find the total no of atoms contribut-
ing to anti-blockade as Nb(v1) =
piηΩ2
√
8C6∆k
′
∆k(∆
′
1(v1))
3
2
. Rydberg
population can be related to the dispersion which is a
measurable quantity using optical heterodyne detection
technique as < (χ3L(v1)) = η | µeg |
2 Nb(v1)
0~(∆P − kpv1) ρrr(v1) [36].
Averaging over the velocity distribution of the first atom,
the dispersion of the probe due to anti-blockade can be
evaluated as
< (χ3L) = Ω2
√
8piC6∆k
′ | µeg |2
0~vp∆k
η2
∫ ∞
−∞
ρrr(v1)e
(−v21/v2p)
(∆P − kP v1)(∆′1(v1))
3
2
dv1 (1)
The probe dispersion spectrum by changing the coupling
laser detuning was calculated from the theoretical model
which is shown in fig. 3(c). However the model will
explain only the anti-blockade peak as the laser was res-
onant to the transition |g1g2〉 → |rg2〉. The usual two
photon resonance peak can be determined by considering
excitation from the ground state |g2g2〉. For a compari-
son, the exact 3-level single atom calculation is also de-
picted in the same figure. Anti-blockade peak is observed
to be enhanced significantly due to interaction compared
to the non-interacting case. Referring to equation (1) the
dispersion of the probe beam due to two atom interac-
tion depends strongly on the principal quantum number
of the Rydberg state and also depends quardratically on
the density of the atomic vapor. The dispersion peak
height of the anti-blockade peak calculated from the in-
teracting model showing a quadratic dependence on the
density of the atomic vapor is depicted in fig. 3(d).
Experimental results and discussions. Schematic
of the experimental set up is depicted in figure 4(a). Opti-
cal heterodyne detection technique (OHDT) [36, 39] was
used to measure the dispersion of the probe beam prop-
agating through a magnetically shielded rubidium vapor
cell. The technique requires a probe laser beam along
with a reference laser beam which were derived from an
external cavity diode laser operating at 780 nm. A fre-
quency offset of 800 MHz between probe and reference
beams was introduced using acousto-optic modulators.
The coupling laser beam operating in the range of 478 to
482 counter-propagates the probe beam through the va-
por cell. The density of the vapor was varied by heating
the cell and the temperature was controlled using a PID
controller. The non-linear phase shift of the probe laser
FIG. 4. (a) Schematic of the experimental set up. (b) A
typical dispersion spectrum of the probe laser observed using
the optical heterodyne detection technique showing the reso-
nance peaks corresponding to 5s1/2 F= 3→ n s1/2 and 5s1/2
F= 2→ n s1/2 of 85Rb.
due to two-photon excitation to the Rydberg state in the
presence of the coupling laser can be measured by com-
paring the phase of the reference beam using OHDT [39].
The details of the OHDT and the theoretical model for
relating the dispersion with Rydberg population can be
found in reference [39]. A typical dispersion spectrum
observed in the experiment is shown in figure 4(b).
The experiment was performed for the Rydberg states
35S1/2, 40S1/2, 45S1/2 and 53S1/2. The dispersion of
5FIG. 5. Dispersion spectrum measured from the experiment
(black triangle) and calculated from the interacting two-atoms
model ( ) for the Rydberg state with principal quantum num-
ber (a) n = 35 (b) n = 40 (c) n = 45 and (d) n = 53. For
comparison, dispersion calculated from the non-interacting
model is depicted as solid lines for all the n states.
the probe beam was measured using OHDT by varying
the density of the rubidium vapor with laser parameters
ΩP = 400 MHz, ΩC = 4 MHz and ∆P = 1.25 GHz.
All the laser parameters including the gain of the system
were kept fixed throughout the experiment for all Ryd-
berg states. As predicted in the theoretical model, two
different peaks were observed for the dispersion spectrum
of the probe beam when the coupling laser is scanned over
few GHz. One of them is the usual two photon resonant
peak and the other one is the anti-blockade peak. Since
the Rydberg-Rydberg interaction is repulsive, the anti-
blockade peak is expected to be observed on the blue
detuned side of the dispersion spectrum. For lower prin-
cipal quantum number states the Rydberg interactions is
weak and is significant only at very high atomic density.
However with increase in the principal quantum number
of the Rydberg state, the interaction is significant and
hence the anti-blockade peak is observed at lower den-
sities as well. The width of the two photon resonant
peak is nearly ∆kvp, while for the anti-blockade peak it
is about kCvp. The width of the anti-blockade peak is
observed to be larger which seems to be in good agree-
ment with the theoretical model as shown in fig. 5. From
the expression of Nb(v1), when the laser is red detuned
the contribution of the off resonant atom to the Ryd-
berg population is less as compared to a blue detuned
case. Referring to the two photon resonance peak, the
anti-blockade effect is significantly larger on the blue de-
tuned side compared to the red detuned side. The two
photon resonant peak contains both blockade and anti-
FIG. 6. Anti-blockade peak height ( ) and the usual two-
photon resonant peak height for 5s1/2 F= 3 → ns1/2 ( ) and
5s1/2 F= 2 → ns1/2 transition() for n = 35 Rydberg state
as a function of the density of the atomic vapor. The peak
heights are normalized to the dispersion peak height corre-
sponding to the highest density. Dotted lines are the straight
line fitting of usual two-photon resonant peaks showing the
linear dependence of density whereas the solid line is fitting of
the anti-blockade peak height showing quadratic dependance
of density.
blockade effect making it difficult to model. However to
have a qualitative understanding, this peak is compared
to a non-interacting model. As shown in Fig. 5, with
increase in principal quantum number the experimental
data deviates from the non interacting model. The de-
viation on the blue detuned side of the spectrum is an
indication of the dominating anti-blockade effect.
For a fixed atomic density, the height of the anti-
blockade peak increases with the principal quantum num-
ber of the Rydberg state. The C6 scaling with the prin-
cipal quantum number could not be determined from the
experiment. When the number of atoms in the |g2〉 state
in the interaction sphere is more than one, the blockade
effect will contribute along with other cascaded processes
involving more atoms. For a Rydberg state with n=35,
the interaction is small and the number of atom in the
|g2〉 state in the interaction sphere Nb ' 1 at a density of
3.0×1013/cc. Thus, the experimental data is expected to
match well with the presented model. We measured the
dispersion peak height for the anti-blockade peak and the
two photon resonance peaks corresponding to the tran-
sition 85Rb F = 2 → 35S1/2 and 87Rb F = 2 → 35S1/2
by varying the density of the vapor cell which is shown
in fig. 6. For 35S1/2, the anti-blockade peak height in-
creases quadratically with increase in density as predicted
in the model. For the other two peaks, the variation is
observed to be linear. The peak corresponding to the
transition 85Rb F = 2 → 35S1/2 is expected to be non-
interacting as the applied laser is highly detuned from
6the atomic resonance. So a linear dependence of density
is expected. For the two photon resonance peak corre-
sponding to 87Rb F = 2 → 35S1/2 the blockade and
anti-blockade effect are present which may be compen-
sating each other such that the variation with density is
roughly linear. The dotted and dashed lines are the lin-
ear fittings and the solid line is the quadratic fit of the
peak height data as shown in fig. 6.
Conclusion. We have observed the interaction in-
duced enhancement in Rydberg excitation in thermal ru-
bidium vapor. A two atom interacting model is formu-
lated using the dressed state picture of the three level
atomic system to explain the anti-blockade peak. The
population of the Rydberg state is observed to be en-
hancing quardratically with the density of the vapor for
Rydberg state with n=35, as predicted in the theoreti-
cal model. The experiment performed here is limited by
the noise in the density measurement. The density de-
pendence of the anti-blockade peak can be studied with
a better measurement of density and larger number of
data. The deviation from the quadratic behavior can be
measured to study the effect of blockade and other cas-
caded processes on the anti-blockade peak having more
than one atom in the |g2〉 state in the interaction sphere.
Data Availability Statement. The data that sup-
port the findings of this study are available from the cor-
responding author upon request.
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